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Piezoelectric displacement sensing with a single-electron transistor
R. Knobel and A. N. Clelanda)
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~Received 30 May 2002; accepted for publication 23 July 2002!

We propose a displacement sensing scheme for rf mechanical resonators made from GaAs, based on
detecting the piezoelectrically induced charge. By using a single-electron transistor to detect the
charge, we calculate that a significantly higher displacement sensitivity can be achieved than by
using capacitive displacement sensing, primarily due to the strong piezoelectric coupling strength.
We estimate a displacement sensitivity of order 10217 m/Hz1/2 for a 1 GHz GaAs resonator. Our
model solves the coupled electromechanical response self-consistently, including the effects of both
dissipative and reactive electronic circuit elements on the resonator behavior. ©2002 American
Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1507616#
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There is significant interest in developing detecti
schemes that might achieve quantum-limited displacem
sensing of nanometer-scale resonators.1–3 At present, one of
the most promising approaches is to use a single-elec
transistor ~SET! capacitively coupled to a flexural bea
resonator.1,4 In this scheme, the flexural beam is biased w
a constant voltage, so that its motion changes the ch
coupled to a nearby SET, hence changing the current thro
the SET. Increasing the voltage applied to the beam lead
larger coupled charge signals, but also increases the b
action coupling between the SET and the beam. For a m
cantilever and SET, applying the optimal bias voltage yiel1

a displacement sensitivity of 4310216 m/Hz1/2.
Here, we demonstrate that if instead the resonator is

ricated from a piezoelectric material, such as GaA3

AlGaAs,5 or AlN,6 and the SET is configured to sense t
piezoelectric voltage developed when the beam flexes, th
significantly higher displacement sensitivity can be achiev
we calculate a noise figure of 5310217 m/Hz1/2, dominated
equally at peak sensitivity by the current and back act
noise of the SET. This technique is similar to that of Be
et al.,7 where an integrated field-effect transistor was used
sense strain. Here, the superior noise performance of the
permits several orders of magnitude improvement in the
placement sensitivity.

In Fig. 1~a!, we show the heterostructure design fro
which the device could be fabricated, and in Fig. 1~b!, a
schematic view of the doubly clamped resonator that
cludes the SET. The heterostructure includes a tw
dimensional electron gas~2DEG! 50 nm below its surface
which acts as a ground plane for the actuation and detec
signals. The device is fabricated using a sequence
electron-beam lithography, etching, and metal deposition
define the SET and the mechanical resonator.4 The model
resonator, with dimensionsL3w3t50.6430.230.1 mm3,
is designed to operate at the fundamental flexural freque
v1/2p51.027(E/r)1/2(t/L2)51.0 GHz, using Young’s
modulusE585 GPa andr55.32 g/cm3 for GaAs.

Flexure of the resonator in thez direction, with the

a!Electronic mail: cleland@iquest.ucsb.edu
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^100& crystal axis aligned alongz, will generate a piezoelec
tric polarization densityP alongz, with the polarization am-
plitude proportional to the distance from the midpointz
50) of the beam.8 The polarization induces a screenin
charge on the detection electrode, which can be detecte
the SET. Conversely, when an electric field is applied
tween the actuation electrode and the 2DEG, alongz, the
beam will respond with an in-plane strain, which couples
the fundamental flexural mode. For a neutral axis displa
mentU(x), the polarization densityP(x,z) a heightz above
the neutral axis isP(x,z)50.315d14EzU9(x).9 Here, d14

53.03 pC/N is the relevant piezoelectric constant
Al0.3Ga0.7As.5,8 For the fundamental flexural mode, the p
larization density is largest at the beam surfacez5t/2, and is
maximum at the beam endsx56L/2, crossing zero atx
560.276L, and reaching a secondary~negative! maximum
at the beam centerx50. This polarization induces a chargeq
on the detection electrode, which extends from the beam
to the zero-crossing point, over the full widthw of the beam.
The induced charge is the integral of the polarization at
surface,P(x,t/2), over the area of the detection electrode

The circuit connected to the detection electrode will
fect the electromechanical response of the resonator~a some-
what related effect was described by Schwab!.10 The re-
sponse can be determined by solving the coupled elect

FIG. 1. ~a! GaAs/AlGaAs heterostructure design; layer thicknesses in
cated in parentheses. A 2DEG is formed at the GaAs-~modulation-doped!
Al0.3Ga0.7As interface. Vertical axis is not to scale.~b! Sketch of device; the
resonator has dimensionsL3w3t, with the SET situated at one end of th
beam, coupled to a detection electrode, with an actuation electrode th
driven by a rf source at the other end.Vg is the voltage applied to the gat
of the SET, andVds the drain–source bias voltage. The GaAs crystal ax
and the geometric axes, are indicated.
8 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/aplo/aplcr.jsp
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and mechanical equations of motion self-consistently. I
piezoelectric material, the stress, strain, electric field,
polarization density provide a complete description of
state of the system, and any pair of these can be chose
the independent variables, the other two determined thro
the linear piezoelastic relations.11 In our case, we conside
only the fundamental flexural mode for the resonator, el
trically coupled through the detection electrode shown
Fig. 1~b!, and we simplify the full tensor relations to thos
involving the force F coupled to the fundamental mod
shape, the displacementU5U(0) of the beam midpoint, and
the chargeq and voltageV induced on the detection elec
trode. These are then related to one another through
relations9

S F
q D5S k a

a CD S U
VD . ~1!

Here, k5Mv1
2 is the effective spring constant for a bea

massM , C is the geometric capacitance associated with
detection electrode, anda is a scaled piezoelectric consta
that relates the force to an applied voltage, for fixed displa
ment, and the induced charge to a displacement, for a fi
voltage. The material symmetries make the constants
these two relations equal. For the fundamental mode of
model GaAs/AlGaAs flexural resonator, we havek
52700 N/m, C50.448««0(wL/t)565 aF, and a
50.771d14E(wt/L)56.231029 C/m.

The mechanical resonator response includes inertial
dissipative terms in the displacementU, and we model the
electrical circuit as a Nyquist equivalent circuit with impe
anceZ(v) and voltageVe(v), as shown in Fig. 2~a!. The
coupled equations of motion, using Eq.~1!, are then given by

S k2Mv21 iM
vv1

Qm
1

ivZ

11 ivCZ
a2DU

5FD1
1

11 ivCZ
aVe ,

q5
aU1CVe

11 ivCZ

6 . ~2!

For a real impedanceZ(v)5R, at low frequencies
vRC!1, the circuit damps the resonator, giving a net qu
ity factor 1/Qt51/Qm11/Qel with the electrical contribution
Qel5Mv1 /a2R. This type of damping has been observ
with an atomic force microscope cantilever in carb
nanotube-based SETs.12 If the force FD is the thermome-
chanical noise at temperatureT, with classicalspectral den-
sity SF(v)52kBTMv1 /pQm , and the resistor has Nyquis

FIG. 2. ~a! Nyquist equivalent circuit connected to the piezoelectric det
tion electrode, with impedanceZ(v) and voltage sourceVe(v). ~b! Circuit
model for detection electrode as the island of the SET.
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voltage noise at temperatureT, SV(v)52kBTR/p, the ef-
fective force noise from Eq.~2! is that corresponding to ther
momechanical force noise for a quality factorQt . Theclas-
sical spectral density of the displacement noiseSX

T(v) at
temperatureT, including both the thermomechanical an
electrical noise, is given by

SX
T~v!5

1

~v1
22v2!21~vv1 /Qt!

2

2kBTv1

pMQt
. ~3!

On resonancev5v1 , the displacement noise isSX
T(v)1/2

5A2kBTQt /pMv1
3. For mechanical resonators at low tem

peratures, with\v1*kBT, we should use the Callen–
Welton quantum formula for the noise,13 SF(v)
5(v1 /pMQt)\v coth(\v/2kBT), replacing the last ratio in
Eq. ~3!. The temperature dependence of this displacem
noise on resonance for the model beam with an assu
quality factorQt of 104 is plotted in Fig. 3~a!. The quantum
limited displacement noise of this beam is 1
310217 m/(rad/s)1/2.

At high frequenciesvRC@1, the electrical circuit stiff-
ens the mechanical response, shifting the resonance
quency without adding dissipation. In this limit, the voltag
noise is reduced by theRC rolloff of the circuit.

For capacitive loading of the resonator, withZ
51/ivCe , the external circuit will only act to stiffen the
effective mechanical response, so that the resonance
quency shifts tov18

25v1
21a2/MCe .

We now analyze the displacement sensitivity of the
ezoelectric resonator coupled to a SET, whose circuit

-

FIG. 3. ~a! Displacement noise as a function of temperature, at the be
resonance frequency for the model beam. The dashed line is the clas
thermal noise, while the solid line is the Callen–Welton noise.~b! Displace-
ment noise as a function of gate voltage, at the beam resonance frequ
for the model SET withVds50.3e/CS at 10 and 100 mK.~c! Displacement
noise atVg250.4e/Cg2 as a function of frequency detuning from the bea
resonance, showing the resonance response effect on the back-action
In plots ~b! and ~c!, dashed lines are back-action noiseSX

B , dashed–dotted
lines readout noiseSX

R , and solid lines total noise for 10 mK while dotte
lines indicate the total noise for 100 mK.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/aplo/aplcr.jsp
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shown in Fig. 2~b!. In order to measure the motion of th
beam at the resonant frequency, the SET can either be
with a resonant tank circuit14 ~termed rf-SET!, or can be used
as a rf mixer;4 in the latter implementation, operation at fr
quencies up to and above 1 GHz is achievable. Th
frequency-shifting techniques should not significan
modify the noise analysis presented here.

The displacement sensitivity is limited by two effect
The current noise of the SETSI(v) adds to the detecte
displacement signal, generating a spectral noise den
SX

R(v) referenced to the beam displacement, which we te
the readout noise. In addition, the fluctuation in the num
of electrons on the SET center island causes the island
age to fluctuate. This voltage noise actuates the beam r
nator, providing a source of back-action noise, with displa
ment spectral densitySX

B(v) ~again referred to the beam
displacement!. Semiclassical expressions for the noise o
SET have been developed by Korotkov;15 here, we use the
approximate model developed by Zhang and Blencow16

which applies in the low-temperature limitkBT!eVds , so
that only terms involvingn andn11 electrons on the SET
island are kept.

With the resonator coupled to one input gateCg1 of the
SET, the input impedance is that of the other island cap
tances in parallel,Z(v)51/ivCS8 with total island capaci-
tanceCS5CJ11CJ21Cg11Cg25CS8 1Cg1 . The total dis-
placement noise spectral densitySX(v), referred to the beam
displacement, is the sum of the contributions from the re
out and back-action noise,

SX~v!5SX
R~v!1SX

B~v!, ~4!

where we ignore correlations between these two no
sources. The readout noiseSX

R(v) is related to the SET cur
rent noiseSI(v) by the displacement responsivity of th
SET,

SX
R~v!5SI~v!/~dIds /dU!2, ~5!

where dIds /dU is the derivative of the SET current wit
midpoint displacementU. From Eq.~2!, we can relate the
SET-coupled chargeq(U) to the displacementU for fixed
voltage Ve , dq/dU5a/(11Cg1 /CS8 ), and using the form
for the SET current-charge dependenceI ds(q) we can deter-
mine the readout noiseSX

R . The back-action noise can b
evaluated from the relation between displacementU and
voltageVe for fixed drive forceFD ; the voltageVe , equal to
the SET center island voltage, is related to the numbern of
electrons on the center island byVe5(en1q̃)/CS , whereq̃
is the charge bias applied to the SET, assumed noise
From the expression16 for the spectral density of the numbe
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noise Sn(v), we then have the spectral density of volta
noise SV(v)5(e/CS)2Sn(v), and from Eq. ~2!, we can
evaluate the corresponding back-action displacement n
SX

B , with

SX
B~v!5

1

~v18
22v2!21~vv1 /Q!2 S aCS8

MCS
D 2

SV~v!, ~6!

with the resonance frequency shifted by the circuit capa
tance.

In Fig. 3, we display the two contributions as well as t
total noise, calculated for an optimized SET with junctio
resistancesRJ15RJ25100 kV, junction capacitancesCJ1

5CJ250.15 fF, and gate capacitancesCg15Cg2565 aF, at
temperatures of 10 and 100 mK.

The detection of the piezoelectrically induced charge
a mechanical resonator with a SET has been shown to
prime candidate for nearly quantum-limited displacem
sensing. Piezoelectric detection is additionally attractive
cause the piezoelectric signals scale favorably to the sm
stiff resonators needed to approach the regime where\v1

*kBT. In both the capacitive and piezoelectric schemes,
detection of deviations from the classical motion will be d
ficult for nanomechanical resonators withv1/2p,1 GHz.
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